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U.S. Fruit Beverages Topline offers a concise summary of the overall fruit juice and fruit drink market. 

Questions answered include: 

 How much fruit juice is consumed per capita in the United States, how has this changed in 
recent years, and what trends are behind these developments? 
 

 How did various market segments perform in 2023, and how are they likely to develop in the 
future? 
 

 How much of the fruit juice consumed in the United States is imported? How much fruit juice is 
exported? 
 

 Which fruit beverage brands have the biggest shares of fruit beverage volume? 
 

 What is the share of the fruit beverage market held by the principal distribution channels? 
 

 Which segment of the market is expected to perform best by 2028 — juice or drinks? 

The U.S. Fruit Beverage Topline contains key information and identifies important trends concerning 
the U.S. industry. It features category volume, wholesale dollar sales and per capita consumption data, 

leading brand market shares and five-year projections. 

 
 



 

 



 

 

The 2024 edition of this report has not yet been published.  The dates on tables of 
contents/exhibits and sample data reflect information from last year’s edition of this report. 
 
The 2024 edition you receive will have updated data through 2023 and projections through 2028 where 
applicable. 
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While beverage forecasts are always subject to unknowns, covid-19 proved to be enough of a 

wildcard to warrant discussion. 

 

 One factor is perceived prophylactic benefits as it relates to covid-19.  Thus, sales 

of zinc supplements and vitamin C soared as consumers sought to stockpile 

immune boosters.  Thus, even though premium orange juice is not shelf-stable, 

sales of this beverage – which had declined in recent years due to concerns over 

sugars and carbohydrates – enjoyed a renaissance in the first half of 2020 due to 

its perceived immunity-boosting vitamin C content.   

 Yet, the initial boost faded away, as overall fruit beverage volume declined in 

2020.  While people are staying at home more whether in terms of telecommuting 

or watching streaming services (instead of going out to the movies or attending 

concerts or sporting contests), the high calorie content of fruit beverages 

continues to haunt the category.  Lost sales in foodservice outlets in 2020 also led 

to the decline. 

 The return of foodservice led to a smaller subtraction in fruit beverages in 2021, 

but a decline, nonetheless.  Weakness continued into 2022.  And, as noted, fruit 

beverages will continue to decrease in the next five years.   
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